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symbiotic binaries
cool evolved G–M (or S/C) I–III
(usually M III)
that has left the main sequence

accreting white dwarf (often shell burning),
or rarely an accreting neutron star,
or in principle an accreting black hole (e.g., ULXs),
or controversially an accreting main sequence star

BHL wind accretion,
Roche lobe overflow,
or a hybrid (Mohamed & Pod. 2007)

dense wind of the cool giant, 
illuminated by the hot component



Scaringi et al. 2012 (PSD of a CV, MV Lyr)

Omidvarnia et al. 2021

Accretion disk flickering

obscuration mechanisms:
1. shell burning is too luminous
2.  cool giant is too luminous
3.  no accretion disk

Uttley et al. 2001, 2005; Scaringi et al. 2014, etc.



Wolf et al. 2013

burning vs. accreting only

accreting-only status before 2021:
only 10 or 11 optical flickerers, up to maybe another 10 UV flickerers, and 23 (overlapping with 
flickerers, and 9 are neutron star accretors) hard X-ray emitters



Murphy et al. 2009
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The SkyMapper Southern Sky Survey (Main Survey, DR2)



building a sample of luminous red objects



HR diagram by Richard Powell

Tested on LAMOST and RAVE



HR diagram by Richard Powell

Tested on LAMOST and RAVE



ADQL
query in
TOPCAT



Pre-matched (but no pre-match 
for Bailer-Jones Bayesian 
distances)



from survey documentation: 
chose larger of the two



tested first on symbiotics w/ 
with extended nebulae/jets, 
hence no 2mass prox 
constraint



Asynchronous!



No distance cut here



*TAP query: from [Bailer-Jones et al. 2018 catalog of 
Bayesian distances] join [local table] on [Gaia source ID 
from SkyMapper pre-match] 

*with ARI-Gaia TAP endpoint, because it accepted table 
uploads up to 1 million rows (now 10 million) 

*Sped up by retrieving only indexed columns 
*otherwise it timed out! 

*only 13 out of 71 known symbiotics with uvg photometry 
were cut by the cuts described up until now





*need to get variability and recalculate colors from full 
photometry table of individual measurements 

*don’t want to retrieve individual measurements for 
millions of M dwarfs, so need to incorporate distances 
into selection 

*SkyMapper didn’t have Bailer-Jones distances in the 
schema 

*SkyMapper TAP endpoint doesn’t accept table uploads 

*so, need a workaround…



*multiple cone search (Multicone) in TOPCAT, crossmatching 
our sample to the SkyMapper dr2.photometry TAP cone-
search endpoint with a right outer join

*separated into pieces to avoid timing
out the multicone query

*downloaded full dr2.image table
(needed date of observation)

*joined our full table of measurements (millions of rows)to the 
image table,
locally in TOPCAT

*+quality control cuts

*then computed, for each object, a weighted average of nightly 
u-v and u-g colors in pandas





97,957 25,169
146,577

366,721



——> effective σ at 99.7%, 95.5%

rapid Δu σ of an object is the maximum of

for i,j in exposures [u1,u2,u3] of a single Main Survey u1vgru2vizu3v



SIMBAD crossmatch



   12 confirmed symbiotics (SkyMapper Symbiotics = SkySy)
+ 10 candidates (SkyMapper Symbiotic Candidates = SkySyC)

SkySyC criteria:

• cool giant
• Balmer alpha flux > all higher order Balmer lines

            (after extinction correction)
• not an S/carbon star OR has He I

            (see Castelaz et al. 2000)

SkySy criteria:

• cool giant and AT LEAST ONE of the following:
1. emission from >35 eV ion (traditional)
2. extensively validated optical flickering
3. unambiguous X-ray photons above 2.4 keV



SkySy 1-2

SkySy 1-4

SkySy 1-6

SkySy 1-11

V1044 Cen

V1044 Cen

At least 20% of the true 
population of symbiotics will
have optical flickering 
detectable through SkyMapper.



*What data do I need for my science to work?

*How many output rows do I expect? / how much data do I 
want to download? Can I split it easily into parts? Do I have 
the space for it? Does it need to be asynchronous?

*What do the database schema look like? Which columns are 
indexed?

*Do I need to cross-match to external catalogs? What 
external data is already available in the schema or through 
the interface I’m using?

*Do I need/want to be able to cross-match to local tables 
(table uploads)?

*What is the email address of the archive’s help desk?



*disclaimers

The MAST ecosystem



The MAST ecosystem: data exploration on browser

1. Portal (incl. VO): https://
mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/
Clients/Mast/Portal.html

2. Mission search forms: 
https://archive.stsci.edu/
searches.html#missions

3. High Level Science Products…

https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html
https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html
https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html
https://archive.stsci.edu/searches.html#missions
https://archive.stsci.edu/searches.html#missions


3. High Level Science Products
(Available in the portal too when possible)

The MAST ecosystem: data exploration on browser



The MAST ecosystem: programatic interfaces

1. Default: *astroquery.mast (https://
astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mast/mast.html)
-python
-extensive functionality, but can’t access all metadata
-output row limits for some things

https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mast/mast.html
https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mast/mast.html


The MAST ecosystem: programatic interfaces
2. Need more access to metadata?                                   

*MAST API, i.e. mashup API (https://mast.stsci.edu/api/
v0/, https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/_services.html)

-more complex
-output row limit of about 500,000
-access to more, but not all, metadata (e.g., 
 for CAOM, https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/
_c_a_o_mfields.html)                                               
           *http get (https://archive.stsci.edu/vo/

mast_services.html#GET)

*CAOM TAP query (https://vao.stsci.edu/caomtap/
querymanager.html)
  -all CAOM (cross-mission) metadata
-VO-compatible
-ADQL queries
-large, async queries

https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/
https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/
https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/_services.html
https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/_c_a_o_mfields.html
https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/_c_a_o_mfields.html
https://mast.stsci.edu/api/v0/_c_a_o_mfields.html
https://archive.stsci.edu/vo/mast_services.html#GET
https://archive.stsci.edu/vo/mast_services.html#GET
https://archive.stsci.edu/vo/mast_services.html#GET
https://vao.stsci.edu/caomtap/querymanager.html
https://vao.stsci.edu/caomtap/querymanager.html


The MAST ecosystem: programatic interfaces

3. Need to cross-match to other archives AND portal shows 
the data you need is available for VO service? Virtual 
Observatory TAP endpoints (https://archive.stsci.edu/virtual-
observatory)

4. Very large/complex query, >10^6 output rows, need to 
upload your own large table for crossmatch? Check if your 
data is available in CasJobs:
-SQL
-can handle larger, async queries
-HLSPs, Kepler, TESS, 2MASS, PanSTARRS,

https://archive.stsci.edu/virtual-observatory
https://archive.stsci.edu/virtual-observatory


The MAST ecosystem: cloud interfaces
1. TIKE is a good approximation of the Roman science 

platform
https://timeseries.science.stsci.edu/

https://timeseries.science.stsci.edu/


The MAST ecosystem: cloud interfaces

2. cloud data access APIs and cutout services/APIs/libraries  
TBD

-can be demonstrated from within TIKE
-Currently available: 
*astroquery.mast AWS cloud services, now free! (https://
astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mast/mast.html)
*prototype client-side cutout library in a branch of Astrocut:  
https://github.com/spacetelescope/astrocut/tree/s3-support

https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mast/mast.html
https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mast/mast.html
https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mast/mast.html
https://github.com/spacetelescope/astrocut/tree/s3-support


???



email archive@stsci.edu

 

???



Symbiotic collaborators: J. Sokoloski, G. J. M. Luna, K. 
Mukai, H. Breytenbach, D. Buckley, S. Potter, P. Woudt, P. 
Groot, B. Paul, N. Nuñez, A. Howell, C.Wolf, R. Manick, M. 
Shara, D. Zurek

Thank you to everyone at MAST and STScI who has 
helped me during my onboarding.

alucy@stsci.edu
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